Comma splice/run on
Each of the subjects required a good deal of study; the expectations were well beyond the norm.
Comma splice

- A compound sentence with only a comma to connect the clauses.
- Ernest Hemmingway could evoke deep emotion, he used very spare language.
Compound sentences

Comma coordinating conjunction

– Ernest Hemmingway could evoke deep emotion, yet he used very spare language.
Compound sentences

- Ernest Hemingway could evoke deep emotion; he used very spare language.
Compound sentences

Semicolon, conjunctive adverb, comma

– Ernest Hemmingway could evoke deep emotion; however, he used very spare language.
Complex sentence

- One independent clause
- One dependent (subordinate clause)
- Because the expectations were well beyond the norm, each of the subjects required a good deal of study.
- Ernest Hemmingway, who could evoke deep emotion, used very spare language.
Simple sentence

- One subject; one verb
- Make the independent clause a phrase.
- Using very spare language, Ernest Hemmingway could evoke deep emotion.